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Well, it's time for me to write another column.
Instead of discussing the weather, I think I'm gonna
talk a little bit about what's on my mind (don't
worry, I' m not gonna turn this into a Geoff Parker
column).
A couple of Thursdays ago several people ripped
down a Michael Costello painting at the
Doublewide. Not just any painting, but the one
behind the stage. They went ahead and danced on it
and when one of the bartenders tried to retrieve it,
they chanted "kill art." What the hell is going ON?
You take a world renowned piece of art (or any art
for that matter) and treat it like its a worthless piece
of cloth. You're pathetic.
OK, now that that's done with, a lot of bands
sent us demos this month. - UnfortUJ'Iately, due to
space constraints, we weren't able to review as
many of them as we wanted, but next month the
magazine will be focusing on local music; so we'll
have an expanded section for demo reviews. If
you've got one, send it to us.
B Minus Time Tr3veller has finally done a recording, produced by AS Pop Music's own Ryan
Servatius, and copies should be out within the next
month or so.
Fat Albert Rotunda are back. They've made
some personnel changes, including the addition of
ex-Pacer Lukas Hicks. The band'll be playing the
local showcase at the Doublewide on February
19th. Should be really cool.
At press time Watts had just gotten back from
a good weekend of recording down in Seattle. On
the mixih!;_ board was the godfather of Seattle's
music scene, Jack Endino (who produced the last
Makers album). Something shou ld be released on
Estrus within the next couple of months.
Rox and Federation X are releasing a split 7
inch. I don't have any details yet.

Sharpie's new album "Dark Green Lakes"
should be in stores soon. They just finished up
mixing it at Bear Creek Studios in Woodinville
and it sounds amazing--like you'd think otherwise.
Serotonin are .finally done recording their
demo tape and are starting to play shows around
town. They 've been packing them in at parties,
so watch for them to start hitting the club scene
soon.
Chris Riffle is just' about done recording
hi s debut album for Fury ~ecords. It is being
produced by Fairhaven Recording instructor
Kevin Bressler and is simply amazing. If you
don't know who Chris Riffle is, he's an ex-local
who has one of the best voices this town's seen .
The guy is a genius, so if he plays, go catch him.
Former members of PAC have formed One
Dead Fly, who debuted at the Humdinger house a
couple of Saturdays ago. They 're influenced by
the Fugazi/Jesus Lizard sound with weird time
changes and a crapJoad of volume.
The Open Circuit CD has finally been released
and it includes not only My Friends and I, Slick
Watts, Volume Eleven, and IV, but also Plush
and Pavlov Jones. For information, go ahead and
e-mail the guys in IV at iv3@premierl.net.
Kenny, the primary songwriter for Monkey,
Monkey, Monkey has moved back to Portland.
The band will continue, doirg shows whenever he
can make it back to town. The three remaining
members of the band are going to start another
band. No word on any other details though.
Montesano will soon be releasing a 7 inch by
Olympia's The Ruby Doe . . It's a little departure
from the labels preqominately pop oriented sound.
The band is amazingly heavy with different time
signatures. If you want a preview of their sound,
go check them out at the Doublewide on Feb 5th.
They're going to be opening up for Enemymine ·
(which features members of Low and
Godheadsilo) and Sharpie.
Speaking of Montesano, the 4 Dots compilation
is supposed to be done by the time we go to press.
Thev've had one nrohlem after another with the

artwork, but from what I hear, it's finally taken
care of.
If you're in a local band and want to sell you
music, take it down to Mr. B's on Railroad and to
Smash Your Guitar on Bay St (across the street
from by Stuart's). Tom at Smash Your Guitar is
going to be selling demos, CDs, T-shirts, whatever.
He's also showing Super 8's on Mondays, but I
don't know when.
If you .do end up heading down to Smash Your
Guitar, check out Jacob Covey's photos hangin' on
the wall. He's our primary photographer here at
What's Up and a real bad-ass.
AS Films will be showing "Saltmen of Tibet on
Febru,ary 4th and 7th. They've also got a lot of other
cool stuff planned, so give 'em a .call at 650-6130.
Check out Kulshan.com, it's a great site for
entertainment/calendar information. It just got
online with the last couple of weeks and includes
tons of restaurant, movie, and concert info. I'd
highly recommend it. There's also Barstop.com
which has a very different flavor to it, but is also
pretty cool.
There's a new ice cream store open downtown.
right across from the Royal. It's called Mallard
Ice Cream and serves all home-made ice cream
that's amazing. Go check it out.
Jacob Covey and Alan Mooers, two guys from
our "staff," get control nf the airwaves every
Monday night up at KUGS. They play only local
stuff and it airs at 9:30. They'll even play
requests.
])on 't forget to catch the local showcase over at
the Doublewide on February 19th. The lineup
right now consists of Monkey, Monkey, Monkey
and Fat Albert Rotunda.
I'd like to personally than~\ Rich at Bakerview
Spur for all the help with the fence. If you ever
need fencing material, those folks are great.
-Brent Cole
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Robert's schedule is frantic. Coordinating band practice and playing shows with the Grant Street Boys and
Basement Swing doesn't leave a lot of
time to concentrate
on his own solo endeavors. Yet £mnehow, Robert manages to
do it and much more.
Still untitled, a release tentatively set for March will
mark his sophomore DIY recording. The first tape, another irrelevant year, debuted two years ago. Robett's solo
work sounds unlike either of his bands: it is neither swing
nor bluegrass. Self-described as folk, the listener is often
surpri sed to hear rapid, forceful songs, nothing akin to the
traditional fo lk ballad. His voice matches the urgency
found in his playing -- loud and intense.
Strongly influenced by his father's folk songs and
performances, Robert picked up the guitar at the age of
fourteen. The succession of Robert's early influences
included The Beatles, Bob Dylan, Jack Kerourac. and more
currently, Bill Monroe. Although Robert involves ·himself
in several musical groups, he considers his solo project to be
his life's work.
Sometimes his folk
music must take the back seat
to the plethora of other projects to which he is· involved.
The last seven months- has.
marked a noticea)lle absence
of shows for Robett's solo .
project. However in January
of this year, he got 'back into
the saddle with a benefit for
the Environmental Justice
League and opened for Pete
Krebs, both on Western 's
campus.
For Robert, his music
must speak for itself. When he
writes, he is attracted "to stories
about people who standDut and are full of life. It's not interesting if it's not a story." He gathers material both real and
imagined, then blends it together in an effort to illustrate the
complexity of the story. "I try to keep it interesting, write
about what I teet needs to be expressed... and it must have
a driving force. I like music that makes you anticipate the
next beat, nod your head."
Pottland, the San Francisco Bay area, Missoula.
and Columbia, Missouri constitute Robert'S'favorite tour
destinations. One of his best shows was an unanticipated
stop in Col umbia, Ml when an acquaintance recommended
that he play there after a show in Kansas City. He atTived
to the house only to find it mostly empty, and decided to
wai t around. Come midnight, people began to pour in
after finishing with their other nightlife activities. At 12:30,
it was packed. "!had a good bonding expetience that night.
I felt like everyone was from the same place.'·
Playing the local scene has its
perks as well. Roberts believes that
there is respect for his work in
Bellingham, and he appreciates the
support. However, some turnouts are
not as large, especially when there is no
urgency to see someone play when
he/she resides in the same town.
As for the future, Robert thinks in
attitude, not in booked shows. "Part of
where I'm at right now is knowing how
to do it right. The right music at the
right time in the right place is my
motto. Good performers can create that
atmosphere, but I don 't think that I'm
there yet."

free

Several years ago, a guy with a gnarly 411
(think "mullet") gets out of his Camaro, slick in
serpentine blue spandex, fringe t-shirt, and a flashbulge squint. He introduces himself, "Maybe
you've heard of my band? I'm in Rox. R-0-X."
File that name away and it re-appears now in
Glacier, in Ashland, in Sacramento, in Portland, in
goddamn Aptos, in that December tour with their
bitches, Federation X. ' Rox play what the name
suggests, more or less: they try to write rock songs
but they keep coming out punk. Rox play the short
songs with never a dreamy moment, never a prettyboy pinky chord or arty pose. Goddamnit, they're
not an emo band, not a box-pattern punk revival
act, and not particularly angry.
What they are is hell a fun. Rox 's
drummer, J.J . "The Burning Hand" Hewitt,
claims, "Rox is not here to entertain you.
Rox is here to party. Either shake your ass
or Rox will kick it."
Karl "The Ticket" Steel chokes bass
like a jumpy jumpy pony; Corey "Good
Times" Brewer screams out his tiny tin heart,
and our local boy Kelly "Kelly" Ack-in-gay
plays mad chops on his killer axe. Rox represent
the accrued rock wisdom of at least six good
Oly-Seattle-Mt. Vemon-B ' ham bands, and three
sucky bands. Hey punk, these boys got erect.,
and they can ' t help but holler about the three
things they know best--booze, rock n' roll, and
monsters.
And punk , you got about six months left to see
Rox before they move East to take up a job as NPR's
house band, so get on it. Goddamnit. A split single
with Federation X is in the works as well as a multimedia CD, "Lucky to be Alive."
Rox is in sufferabl y arrogant in their uncanny
ability to out drink any band in the Northwest. They
guarantee one conscious member by the night's end.
They will also kick your bony ass at Trivial Pursuit.
You are all hereby challenge to a Trivial Pursuit
Drink-off, Jackass.
-Carla Sneed
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depressing to silly make-believe, and his style was
similar to Bob Dylan 's in both the music and wellwoven lyrics (minus the high nasal voice). He graciously gave an encore and was even hesitant about
returning to the stage, unsure if that was what the
audience really wanted. Damien was very refreshing
in a scene overflowing with egos and bull shit.

The Setting: Fairhaven Auditorium in Fairhaven
College. Early in the evening, capacity was reached
at approximately 250 people. This was a sold-out

f

Pedro the Lion: Is it true that Pedro is all about
Christian rock? Perhaps it's inconsequential, perhaps
not. Anyway, there is so much hype surrounding this
band -- Spin magazine states that they are, "One of the
top ten bands you've never heard." However, this
interviewer believes that much of this hype is unwarranted. They produced droning pop rock done by the
numbers, enough to put several show-goers to sleep.
They possess an apparent following, but if listeners
were fans because of the sound of the music, or
the music's religious message, it's unclear. The
monotonous melodies throughout their set
expressed little emotion. The members seemed
distant, and any feelings that they may have been
trying to convey were stifled by the music.
Disappointing, after so much flap.
Death Cab for Cutie: What a job well done in
providing aural and visual stimulation. Over the
past year, Death Cab has relaxed into a vitalized
stage presence, a far cry from their once stiff and
reserved postures. For those who were Death Cab
fans, they played the favorites with added impetus.
They were extremely cohesive as a group, generating
improvs from mistakes instead of allowing it to cause
breaks in the music. They were obviously enjoying
themselves and rolling with whatever surfaced in
front of a hometown crowd. Cymbals flew off stands
and members enacted amusing stage personas such
as Ben 's solos and Chris's animated antics. For
those who were green to the intoxicating appeal of
Death Cab ... now they know.
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-Jamie Donatuto

show. The acoustics were much better than those at
the Viking Union; however, those operating the
sound board seemed to feel that it was more
important to hear the drums than the vocals.
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Seldom: Under the Theory Records label , Seldom is
a three piece who sites Fugazi as a leading influence.
They played the pop angst reminiscent of sounds
from Touch-N-Go label bands such as June of 44 and
Slint. Their style definitely coincided with the other
bands, but their overall performance was rough
around the edges. They lacked stage presence and
their transitions were choppy--more so than might
have been intended. Performing live was obviously a
new experience for these guys, but the effort was
there.
Damien Jurado: The audience stayed seated, reveling
in Damien's tales of childhood memories and lost
loves. Solo on stage, except for two songs accompanied by a violin, Damien played a borrowed acoustic
guitar and professed that he was born in the wrong era
to gamer appreciation of folk from many audiences. It
may be true that he will never reach Puff Daddy status,
but Damien had this audience enthralled. His music
and stage presence were endearing; he exuded "goodnaturedness" and modesty. He laughed when he
admitted that the guitar he was using was on loan to
him because he had forgotten to bring his own to the
show. His subject matter ranged from painfully

It was a Friday night in the tiny town of Glacier,
Washington when the quiet was ripped apart by the
chaos of sound coming from inside The Chandelier.
Rock-N-Roll had come to town in the form of The
Cheeps, Rox , and Federation X. The Chandelier is
like a hunting lodge, restaurant, and honky tonk all
rolled into one. The crowd that night was segregated;
Bellingham kids, rowdy and raucous, have taken over
Glacier's main watering hole. The locals stand in
silence, arms folded across chests, their expressions a
combination of puzzled amusement and disgust.
A flock of stuffed wild birds fly overhead,
oblivious to the strangeness of the scene below.
Seconds after The Cheeps scream into their set, more
than a few of us outsiders are wondering if we'll be
permitted to stay. With LP wearing his trademark
black leather pants and alternating between writhing
on the floor and emitting growling shrieks at an earsplitting decibel, it's impossible to deny the tension in
the room.
The Chandelier seems unprepared for the type
of audio assault that these three bands have to offer.
There is no stage and there is no PA system--but no
one from Bellingham seems to care--we like our

music loud and raw and that's exactly how we
got it. Tempers flared momentarily when in the middle of Federation X's set an angry snowboarder took
to the floor and attempted to tum a crowd of happily
drunken dancing kids into the mosh pit from hell,
throwing any and all who crossed his path to the
ground. It was a fine example of what happens when
a redneck tries to go undercover as a mellow ganjasmoking boarder. The truth will out, as it's been so
eloquently said. I suspect he was displaying his
plumage in a super-accerlated version of the redneck
mating dance. Some lucky bird up in the locals-only
loft must have been so proud.
Loyal fans rode the winding asphalt snake
out to the show and the bands all delivered the
anticipated fix. The tension in the air just added to
the excitement, fueling everyone's thirst for booze
and the wild rltle.
-Jennifer Johnson

What a great way to start off my first concert of
the year: great beer, great atmosphere, and a great
band. Having never heard live music at Boundary
Bay, I was a little skeptical about the sound of the
building and the response from the Bellingham
crowd. I was pleasantly surprised. The crowd
that was there was absolutely amazing. They
were turning people away before the band had
even started playing. Defiantly a good sign for
the evening.
The Basement Swing, as the name
suggests, is a swing band. But not like any
you have heard. This is one of those bands
that takes the music and makes it ther~ own.
They play cover songs as well and as passionately as any that they have written
themselves. Boundary Bay is not one of the
ideal acoustic venues, but the band was still
able to sound good. The sound changed
dramatically depending on how far back
you were in the room, but fortunately most
of the crowd was packed against the stage
and stayed there for almost the entire evening.
Sari, the vocalist, has one of the most
unique voices that I have heard in a long time,

and the band is extremely tight. She also plays trumpet which changes the dynamic of the group. She is
definitely one of the band members as opposed to
being a singer with a backup group. Every person in
this group has an equal opportunity to ad to to the
music, and each did in a great way. The energy coming from the stage was amazing, and I was even more
amazed that they kept it going for over two hours.
The Basement Swing play a mix of covers and originals. The great thing about this group is that sometimes you can 't tell if you are hearing an original or
a cover. This shows demonstrates that they play
every song as if it were their own , and that they
know what it is about those original swing tunes
that make them really swing.
I saw The Basement Swing at one of their first
shows playing for the swing club at WWU. One the
most noticeable things about their Boundary Bay
show was how comfortable they were with being
on stage and how that conveyed a great sense of
enjoyment to the audience. It was obvious that
they were having as much , if not more, fun than
those of us in the crowd. They kept us entertained
and in motion the entire night. I don 't think there was
any time during the night that everyone didn 't have a
grin plastered on their face and their foot tapping to
the music. Definitely a highly recommended band to
see live.
-Tim Freidlander

Photo By Jacob Covey

Ah, what a night it was for heavy rock at the
Humdinger House. Although there was a slight
lack of support from the over-21 crowds who
would rather go to a bar and drink than watch
music played by kids younger than them (who just
might be able to outdrink them anyway, given the
chance), the "kids" showed up in droves. One
onlooker mentioned that they hadn't seen a
Humdinger show so packed since the Murder City
Devils played there last year.
First up were Blue Light Special. Their
music, which to me sounded like a cross between
Gas Huffer and Modest Mouse (thought I'd never
mention those two bands together in a sentence')
wasn't all that much to my liking, but here and
there they had their amusing moments, even
throwing in Twisted Sister and Wu-Tang Clan (!)
covers. This being their first show, they were a bit
loose and seemed to lack confidence, but if they
can tighten up their performance and write
stronger material , I could see them developing a
following. Getting their own guitar amp wouldn't
hurt, either.
Next up was One Dead Fly. Just over two
years ago, members of this band played their debut
show as P.A.C., playing noisy-as-hell music with
loud-as-hell screaming. Well , these guys are still
noisy-as-hell and play loud-as-hell music, but
instead of slamming into your face, they add
grooves and dynamics to their music . Think Fugazi
and Karp destroying Black Sabbath songs, and you're
halfway there. This was their first show as well, but
they're definitely not newcomers to the Bellingham
scene. Their performance was competent and confident; they are a band to watch.
Bellingham's notorious punk band, Stalin's
Order, took the "stage" next, to about 50 people
inside the cramped basement with dozens more
outside. They ripped right into the brand new song
"Bellingham," about the dismal local all--ages
scene, and tore into several songs from the
"Communist Anthems For Children" tape.
Halfway through their set though, the power went
out and they did an impromptu acoustic version of
"Do The Emo ." When the power came back on, the
band played furiously, and the crowd was shaking
its collective booty.
Last up were Kill Me Smile, a fucking insane
grindcore band from Mount Vernon. Strobe lights
were flashing, most likely to induce epileptic
seizures which their music serves a more than
suitable background for. The bass player beat
the crap out of her poor, poor bass while the
drummer and guitar player each took turns at
screaming their guts out. Very cool. These
guys have song titles like "Drunken Slut,"
"Crooked Cops ," and "Softer Than Her
Skull," so you know they don't fuck around.
All in all, a great show at the Humdinger.
If you like your music loud and hard, you
should really be kicking your own ass for
missing it.
-James Burns and friends

This C.D. " ... hit me like a Chevrolet." I'm
close to speechless, which is an achievement. The
only words that come to mind are weak metaphors
stolen from Jenny Jones' guests. "Their parents
must be terrorists because it's the bomb!!"
Anyway-- the disc is tight. The recording is so
clean Clorox wants to sponsor them.
The Dick and Janes (artists previously known
as Sad Cafe) are catchy as hell. Their music is
Beatlesesque with some Posies flavor. But there's
more to them than that--their music is as addictive
as potato burrito sauce. It hasn't left my CD player
since possession. It follows me to my car when I
leave the house. I wake up singing "Butterflies"
and I harass my roommate during the guitar solos
in "Getting Nowhere" and "Butterflies" (my air
guitar rocks!).
I've struggled in writing this review-- I can't
decide what it is about the D and J's that makes
me such a fan. For instance, the vocal harmonies-that's obvious. You gotta love Gino's emotional
vocal's and Denise and Mish's harmonies. The
time signature changes (play "Cynthia" and you'll
understand), the vintage Leslie sound from
Denise's 'k~yboards on "Getting Nowhere"-- all
bad-ass. Instead of spending all your quarters on
Marlboro's and beer, pick up the disc at
Cellophane and catch' em at their CD release party
at Anna's on Friday, February 12th. Mark it on
'Your calendar.
-Jennifer Peterson

Aaaaah, the Coyote Men. In the world of
rock and roll, these guys will soon be kings.
While Estrus has begun to really branch out
on the releases, putting out records by more rock
oriented bands like The Quadrajets and The
Hellacopters, the Coyote Men show that Estrus
isn ' t done with good old Sonics-inspired, rock and
roll. Right from the beginning, these guys play
the coolest in fuzz box rock, capturing the 60's
sound without sounding cliche and bland. The
energy of the band is recorded perfectly on the
disk and really captures their sound.
The first six tracks on the disk are from
"Call of the Coyote Men" which Estrus released
as two 7 inch 's and the remaining fifteen all were
previously released on Vendetta Records (a label

that doesn't have nearly the distribution of Estrus).
My favorite tracks include "All Action Man"
(which is on the new Estrus sampler), "Primitive
Urge" and "Wide Load." They even do a version
of "Hungry" by the -Wailers that'll knock you on
your ass. This four ·piece puts out pure rock and
roll that keep the disk in your player for months
and months.
-Brent Cole

great fuzz/garage rock n' roll fueled by raunchy guitars and snarling vocals. It seems like they ditched
the 60's organ featured on all of their previous releases--too bad since I think it added a lot to their sound.
It is still great though --they have a knack for coming
up with powerful tunes that won't leave your head for
days. Hell, I still have "Hot Rod Monkey" going
through mine and I got that 7" from Screaming
Apple six months ago. This half-hour barrage of lofi fuzz garage is a definite keeper. Hopefully these
hoodlums will make an encore appearance at this
year's Garage Shock slop fest; they were definitely
one of the highlights of the '97 festival.
-Sean Berry

These bad-ass cats from up north play

BREAI<ING UP

God, those boys in Port are proficient, releasing
their second CD within a years time. This CD is
more concise and less abstract, but yet still really
captures their schizophrenic "Ralph Records"
type of vibe.
The only real comparisons I can give are a
mix between Depeche Mode and the Residents. It
has an odd Euro texture to it, but is really, really
fucked up and disjointed.
This definitely isn't make-out music, but if
you like your music with more of an experimental
edge to it, definitely give these guys a try. I can
guarantee it won't put you to sleep, that's for
damn sure.
-Brent Cole
*Editor's Note--Unfortunately (or maybe fortunately), this month we received a lot more tapes
and CDs than we could possible review. Next
month we're going to have an extra large review
section, so if I told it'd be here this month, don't
worry, it'll be in here next month.
-Brent Cole

Jan 29th - Feb 4th:

Showtimes 7 pm &> 9:15 pm

G0 d &- M 0 n s t e rs -

A great film about the director
of Frankenstein - heldover one more week!!, rated R

Our First Midnight Mouie!!!!
Jan 29th&> 30th:

Showtime Midnight! Rdmission: $3

Frankenstein
'

-the 1931 original, unrated, so min

Feb 5th - 11th:

Showtimes 7 pm &> 9:30 pm

Mean Streets

-the 1973 classic, rated R
DeNiro, Keitel, Scorsese!!!

Feb 12th - 18th:

Showtimes 7 pm &> 9:30 pm

The Celebration

-A Danish film that's leaving
the audiences speechless. Must see!!, rated R

Feb 19th - Feb 25th

Showtimes 7 pm &> 9 pm

The cruise

-A strangely compelling & funny documentary
about a nuerotic NYC tour guide, rated PG-13

Feb 26th- March 4th:

Showtimes 7 pm &> 9:30 pm

Ueluet Goldmine - Glitterama!! Glam-rock film

COMPACT DISC • CD-R
CASSETTE
Quality duplication is our specialty.

SERVING SEATTLE'S
INDEPENDENT
MUSIC INDUSTRY SINCE 1986
Established, owned & operated by
Pip McCaslin.

set in London in the early 70's, Bowie-esque! rated R

OPEN EUERY DRY!

$5 Tues - Sun I $4 Mon

(206)523-8050
EXPERIENCED • RELIABLE • REASONABLE

feelin'

the rawk at

I<UGS'

-25th

For the KUGS 2 5th B- day
partJ, five high energy rock
ban s played in one night. Five
hours of pure rock, where only
the strongest survived.

Pnoto~

B~
Jacob
Cove~

everv mondav night
I rom
9:30PM tO 10:30PM
on
89.3 KUGS

local music brought
10 JIOU 1111
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BELLINGHAM'S BEST BURRITOS

The original • Since 1993

How many more tequilas?
We are dedicated to bringing the
widest variety of Tequilas not only to the
Cantina, but to the Bellingham communily.
The Fairhaven liquor store is now
adding a shelf dedicated to fine tequilas not
available anywhere else in NW Washington.
Other purveyors of fine alcohol, like the
Calumet and Dos Padres, are benefiting from
our research and tequila advancement!

Role

Models
for
the

. . . ----,. ~---~-~~ . . . . . . --- MiII en nium?

As this strange millennium rapidly

Australia. Things only picked up, how-

the entire album .

approaches, many people are going to

ever, and seemingly they weren't fazed

Beat!es comparison makes this album

target certain artists as the critical musi-

as they picked up an incredible drum-

their very own "Sgt. Pepper's" where

cal jump between the two centuries.

mer named Janet Weiss (also of Quasi)

the crafting of each song teeters from

While a lot of them are going to pin-

and released their critically successful

hummable to seemingly orchestral.

point current spotlights such as Marilyn

3rd album, "Dig Me Out. " By this time,

Rather than producing the album with

Manson and Garbage, the only ones

Carin Tucker's patented warble-y voice

longtime associate John Goodmanson,

we'll give a damn about twenty years in

varied between powerful relationship

they chose Roger Moutenot to produce,

the future are the ones who put out the

wails ("Dig Me Out") to more intimate

who most notably has worked with Yo

most riveting, yet least commercial

deliveries ("Little Babies"), as the gui -

La Tengo, as well as jazz greats Bill

album of their careers.

.

'

The inevitable

tar interplay between Carin and Carrie

Frisell and Wayne Horowitz. The result

Radiohead, Modest Mouse, and Bjork

had become very complex.

Also, not

is a lush affair, where the drums go from

toe the line between commercial success

only did Janet Weiss ' arrival finally pro-

snap to smooth, and the guitars combine

and

epiphanies,

vide a stable rhythmic backbone, it

pointed rhythms with juicy textures,

brazenly stepping forward in their

enabled the complexities of each song

eventually enveloping the listener in a

experimentation, thereby ensuing their

to shine.

warm glow.

complete

Acts such as

creative

The lyrical subjects within this

relative importance in the rock "canon"

The widespread success that "Call

of the 21st century. Add Sleater-Kinney

the Doctor" only hinted at, exploded

album range from the fantasy of stealing

to this list, as this year bridging us to the

with the release of "Dig Me Out."

a diamond (the title track) to reprising

n~w

millennium brings us their finest,

While the lyrics were already stretching

"Dig Me Out's" "Dance Song '97"

most realized work to date, when they

way beyond the proto-feminist angle,

with more reverence for dancing ("Get

release their fourth album, rightly
titled "The Hot Rock,, on

r-;~~;:=-;z=-=-=----=------

Sleate.... Kinney's refreshing
February 23rd.
take on romantic
relationships are only part
Formed in 1994 from the ashes
a vast lyrical palette
of Heavens to Betsy and Excuse
Whtch
also includes songs
17, Sleater-Kinney came together
about
love for music the
in Olympia, WA. Influenced by the
apathy
·, and' thet"••,
music climate of influential bands
1 of socie....
•7!
ove for dancing.
fronted by women, such as Bikini )~[2:~7~~~=:::~~--J
Kill and Bratmobile, they released

O!

two

powerful

albums

("Sleater-

Furiously backed up by forMacFarlane,

Co~in

Laura

insistence to remain positive and free
amidst the limited opportunities people
are given today. "The Hot Rock" also
marks much more vocal delivery for
Brownstein, whose soft tones remarkably compliment Tucker's vibrato voice.
"The Hot Rock" no doubt cements

millennium where every move forward

r e s s

becomes another graceful statement.

unfortunately

Musical evolution is important to create
something of value, and with the

Tucker

and Carrie Brownstein provid-

and Corin alternate vocals) relays the

most important engineers of the musical
stream

Donna Dresch's Chainsaw label.
drummer

The album's standout track,

"The End of You" (in which Carrie

the Sleater-Kinney's place among the

Kinney" and "Call the Doctor") on

mer

Up").

"riot grrrl" image, as well as the

move

Sleater-Kinney

made

with

ed a powerful two guitar assault to each

romantic background between Corin

"The Hot Rock ," they have created a

song, adding fuel to the extremely can-

and Carrie. Sleater-Kinney's refreshing

pop masterpiece. Remember this in

did and confident lyrics.

What these

take on romantic relationships are only

the next century.

variety they

part of a vast lyrical palette which also

first two records lacked

i~

more than made up for in their raw and

includes songs about love for music, the

primal energy, displaying the ability to

apathy of society, and their love for

raise each song to a fever pitch.

dancing.

The advent of 1996 signaled the

-Terry Picknell
Sleater-Kinney plays February 25th at

"The Hot Rock" is a huge musical

move of Tucker from Olympia to

step forward for Sleater- Kinney.

Portland (while Brownstein remained in

focus of the music swerves at a right

The

Olympia) as well as the departure of

angle from previous disjointed, jumpy

drummer MacFarlane to her native

numbers to marvelous textures that fill

the VU Lounge with Hovercraft. Also
look for their first video for their single
"Get Up".

Coming
.p~om the
Apache ln()ian heRitage,
Scott Huckaba(Y ()escen()e()
fROm
the ChRicahua
TRibe
in
SoutheRn
ARizona. Scott's back.:.
gRoun() has been a
poweRful influence on
the music he cReates.
In a()()ition to his spiRitual Roots, he points to
a numbeR of legen()aR(Y
musical peRfORmeRs as
positive influences an()
inspiRation to his music.
As a teenageR, Scott
fRequenfi(Y soake() in the
soun()s of Jimi Hen()Rix,
Jimm(Y Page, Davi() GilmouR
an() E()()ie Van Holen. AfteR
man(Y (YeaRs of peRfoRming
Rock-influence() compositions
on the electRic guitaR,
Scott's musical an() spiRitual
paths weRe about to
change signipcanti.(Y.
Scott's musical vi sion began over
twelve years after being involved in a
near fatal motorcycle accident. Initially
paralyzed in his right hand and left leg,
he was told that lie' d possibl y never
regain feeling in hi s limbs and might not
be able to walk or play guitar ever again.
But Scott, with hi s strong determination,
never listened to the doctors pessimistic
views, instead finding a spiritual rebirth in
the unfortunate accident. To help his recovery
from the injuries, Scott turned to the guitar and
water, continuing to play music, but now on a
more natural acoustic guitar, all the while swimming with the whales and dolphins in a unique
form of aquatic therapy. He spent nearly one full
year on a remote Hawaiian island where he began
performing a very unique style of music on the
acoustic guitar. Each morning he would spend
hours swimming with families of wild dolphins.
This time period was the rebirth of Scott's soul
and would help create his musical focus .

In 1989, Scott relocated to

album.

Los Angeles. He began listening
to

Michael

Hedges

(a

world

"Alchemy", Scott's new record which
was recorded by Bellingham's own Phil

renowned new age artist) and was

Heaven and released on the

inspired by his original sound and

local new age label Soundings

concert performances. In 1990, only

of the Planet, is a masterpiece,

three short years after his near fatal

blending all aspects of music together

accident, Scott was named Guitar Player

to make a interesting and cohesive spiritual

of the Year by BAM Magazine.

journey.

Scott's sound has often times been

He takes the tribal sounds of

Peace Dance to another level , now incorpo-

likened to a mix between Jimi Hendrix

rating several up-tempo instrumentals ·that

and Michael Hedges, creating a beauti-

are enhanced by driving bass and pulsing

ful soundscape that is both soothing and

percussion along with his patented intricate

interesting. One minute he will be lay-

picking and harmonic mastery. "Alchemy"

ing out a beautiful solo and then fall

truly captures Scott' s live performances on a

back into a mesmerizing groove that

CD.

brings together elements of folk,
blues, rock, and fusion. A master of

Though Scott' s album was released by
a local label, he rarely has the opportunity to

open tunings (he has developed

perform live shows in town. Luckily, Scott

more than 200 different tunings),

will be playing at Stuart's Coffeehouse on

Scott has become one with the

Wednesday, Feb 1Oth at 8pm. The show is

guitar and utilizing every sound

free and seating is limited, so make sure you

that's possible.

come early.

He not only

picks with soothing precision ,
but also uses the guitar as a
percussive instrument, often
time slapping and drumming on
the guitar body.
Scott's sound on record ,
though, only tells part of the story.
Live, he has developed into one of
the most intriguing new age performers
in America. He turns every performance
into a spiritual gathering, often referred to
as "live stage rituals" were he creates a
mesmerizing vibe that entrances the entire
audience.

He incorporates percussive

tapping on the body of his guitar, bowing
of the strings to create the sounds of
whales and dolphins and a vast array of
six string tricks that make the live
show an unforgettable one.
These skills, though, have
largely come through experience.
Having opened up for such
notable

acts

as

Jackson

Browne, Sarah McLachlan,
Bob Weir, Bonnie Raitt, and
Crosby, Stills and Nash, and
playing

at

Burning

Man,

Bumbershoot, and High Sierra,
Scott places a great importance
on touring, performing over 200
shows annually.

But even with

constant performances, he recently
found the time to record a new

-Brent Cole

:tVIL

of press.

And with reason, B&D consistenth,J

For the second keyboards slot. Don easily cor-

pock the house with well-commanded skill and

rolled Alex Gilbert who is a big fan of Davis's 70's
Alex mons the Fender

feverish performances.

and a Short Lesson in Jazz History From Don Heck

Both Alex and

Lost year. Jose: .1)/\ortinez took over
drum duty when John Wicks left to pur-

The double album Live Evil was recorded in
1971 by Miles Davis in his later years.

sue more R&B and pop sounds.

The

Around that time, Don decided to

recording illustrates Davis's experimentation with

start a project in reverence of Miles

electric music and incorporating various types of

Davis's

music into the fundamentals of jazz. The bond

work.

Live Evil formed a year ago in tribute to Davis's

groundbreoking

jazz
Don

electric

Starting in 1968. Davis began to

conceptual and experimental style. At its incep-

blend electric instruments into jazz.

tion. Live Evil (the group) was on ephemeral

Using effects such as distortion, delays, and

notion which solely covered material from its

wah-wah pedals, Davis composed musically

a musician was no easy task. Don

namesake. A few shows and one on-air perfor-

loose structures with uncommon time signatures

interpreted Davis's style during the 70's as. "A

mance later. the response was so strong that

in which conceptualism ruled over technical abili-

very distinct style of trumpet playing that techni-

Live Evil decided to continue their venture.

ty. Named fusion, the style pioneered by Davis

cally proficient players can't do.. it's on artistic

Live Evil (the group) is composed of mem-

later branched into funk.

cious. conceptual and a
little bit sloppy. Finding such

Don explained the

thing.

It's like when Picasso started drawing

bers from the Seattle jazz group Bebop and

transformation as, "A lot of music that we associ-

Destruction with the addition of a trumpet, a syn -

ate with the 70's comes out of jazz musicians try-

Davis's strong technical abilities, illustrated in his

thesizer, and a Fender Rhodes. To understand

ing to fuse rock with jazz. and improvising over

bebop years. began to wane in his later years.

Live Evil's make-up, a look at Bebop and

rock-n-roll beats."

However. Davis retained his gift of creativity

Destruction (B&D) is necessary.
B&D started four and a half

The ideo for Dan's new proJeCt was fairly
simple. "I thought that it would

things that didn't look like pictures any more."

which is evident in his work in the 70's and 80's.
If Don hod not been able to convince
Seattle musician Kevin Nortness to join Live Evil.

Don Heck moved

the group would

Seattle to ploy
jazz with fellow schoolmate,

drum~

Wicks.

g r o u

B

Originally a saxophone player and composer.

0

t h

Kevin hod practiced just enough trumpet to be
the

able to ploy it. Kevin showed up for a jam ses-

College of Music

sion with trumpet in hand to which Don initially

in Boston; Don and
John tend to ploy "straight
ahead jazz" from the 40's, SO's.

wrote h1m off with a Iough. However. the more
that doesn't get played

that Don thought about it, he realized that Kevin

very often." The obvious choices

fit the empty seat in Live Evil. After a bit of cajol-

and 60's. Straight-ahead jazz is technically dri-

for the rhythm section .were his fellow B&D bond

ing. Kevin agreed and has since grown to love it.

ven acoustic bebop and post-bop with a distinct.

motes. He would need a few keyboordists as

In fact. Kevin has been working as a trumpet
player around town; whereas before his inclu-

They added Geoff Harper on

well. after all three of the most famous piano

boss and More Fendel on saxophone to round

players appear on the Live Evil recording: Herbie

sion in Live Evil, he hod been sticking to the sax-

out the B&D quartet. B&D has released two CDs:

Hancock, Chick Corea, and Keith Jarrett.

ophone and composing.

The Day After and Heavy Machinery. Numerous

Burns, a local jazz pianist, signed on to ploy the

"Kevin is similar to Miles in that he's a very con-

tours and countless local gigs hove culminated in

synthesizer. Ryan produces many of Live Evil's

ceptual musician. but doesn't hove a lot of

notional recognition, awards. and an abundance

effects such as the clopping and whistle blows.

technical chops..

swinging beat.

Ryan

Don believes that

Kevin was able to under-

stand Miles' music while doing his own thing at

well as a few originals bv Don and Kevin.

performs with whatever

Don is versed in several other stvles of

the some time."
Both the trumpet and the saxophone in Live

music as well.

His First group, formed in third
~?nd.

In the 80's, Don mode

bond for which the
phone rings.
Don

also

Evil emplov effects such as wah-wah pedals and

grade, was a rock

delovs. The bond's electrified, free-flowing stvle

a few records with No Escope, a thrash bond in

plans to log some
studio time this veor

coupled with fierv spontoneitv hove gained quite

New York.

a following in the Seattle area. People in their

acts such as Anthrax and Metollico, providing

twenties and thirties comprise the mojoritv of the

Don with his first experience ploving music that

audiences illustrating the notion-wide
resurgence in jazz appreciation
over the post ten veors.
Don noted, "The 70's and
80's were essentiollv
the dead period for
jazz in moni,J

WOI,JS.

I've been fortunate to
be a beneficiorv of

No Escape shored the stage with

was his own invention. Then, jazz was a
natural progression for Don.

"I

groups.
recording mov surface as well
as a new one from the Don Heck Trio.

Both

wonted to learn more about

releases would be on Trio Records, jointlv

music, more about thrash and

owned bv Don and More Fendel. It's been two

In the context of
learning about music. I fell
in love with jazz."
Currentlv

veors since the lost B&D release, and thev ore
considering recording new material as well.
The lost performance Don ploved at

Don

contributes to several

Western was two veors ago with B&D.

After

weeks of hard labor, B&D created a sound track

the resurgence in the

bonds including Live Evil,

to a si lent Charl ie Choplin film, which was shown

90's. I've noticed that

B&D, The Don Heck Trio

on campus. Live Evil will be doing two shows in

people ore into it more,
especiollv the improvised
music and the funk
Evil sort of does that, but is
more on the edge of being crozv and
out there."
Along with covering the Live Evil album, the

All of

Februorv. one at the Underground CoffeeHouse

the groups provide on outlet

and Bizorro Keith.

on Feb. 19th and a gig at the Art Bar in Seattle.

for Dan's diversitv: bebop, free
jazz, funk, rock and punk. He has
three weeklv gigs in Seattle- Tuesdovs
with B&D at the Owl and Thistle, Wednesdovs at
the Art Bar with the Don Heck Trio, and Thursdovs

group Live Evil has incorporated other 70's and

at Wolfgang Puck's with B&D.

80's electric jazz numbers into their repertoire as

Soturdovs ore usuollv booked as well when Don

Fridovs and

-Jamie Donotuto

FamEd Rock Stars: NEll A
GEt psychEd for thE NorthwEst AIDS
Foundation BEnEfit
If you
then you
Actually,
Russell's

remember Russell's Sports Bar
will definitely remember Neil A.
if you lived within 5 miles of
this summer you've probably

heard Neil A. Well. the
guys are back with a
tight bunch of new
tunes and a major
concert event right
around the corner. February 20, 1999,
Cool Lemonade Productions. Inc. (CLPI)
presents
the
Northwest
AIDS
Foundation Benefit. Originally scheduled
to be held at the Fenix and Fenix
Underground. the show has been moved
to the Showbox (stay tuned for any
venue changes.) Fifteen bands (including Neil A. ATF. Handsome Devils,
Chemically Strange, and Tiger Zane) will
rock your world for only twelve bucks (in
advance) or if you're a lazy ass. fifteen
at the door. Contact Mike of Neil A. for
tickets: 738-2994.
If you're not familiar with Neil A now,
you will be. Unlike most local bands, you
may hear about Neil A from your friends
in Seattle or Everett before you catch
them around here. Two of the guys are

from Everett. one from Mount Lake
Terrace and the other two are
Bellinghamsters.
According to Kevin
(guitar), whenever he plays their tape at
parties in ·seattle people come up to him
wanting to know "who" that band is and
when they can catch them live Tony, the
drummer of Neil A, kiddingly added, 'Tm
a famed rock star. All the girls are
camn· up... Neil A also plays regularly at Jimmy z ·s in Everett; as a
matter of fact you can catch them
February 6 . 1999.
With so much
exposure in
Seattle and
you'd
think they·d be saturating
Bellingham with their uniquely hard
sound.
"We're too hard for KISM,
but they have our C.D.," mentions Mike (lead vocals). Neil
A sounds arguably familiar. They
have a bold bass sound that reminds me
of Metallica before they got the new hair
dos. Garage Days-- ah, those were the
days. The lead singer of Neil A has the
gravelly sound of Layne Staley. And
let's not forget the guitars-- LOUD, and

Neil A started out in 1993 as a band
called Sweaterman. They went through
several guitar players and struggled with
drummers.
In 1995 they found
Bellingham local, Tony Braddy.
He
played drums for Sweaterman for just
month and then got into other projects.
The band went on to lose othe r members
and dissipated until 1998. This past
spring Neil A completed a t ight CD with
bonus tracks from the Sweaterman
days. This first CD was produced at
Fairhaven Studio under the guidance of
Kevin Bressler but Kevin Watkins (guitar)
claims it won't represent the band as a
demo. They hope to complete another
CD that will more clearly define who they
are presently. Initially the upcoming CD
was projected to be completed by
the AIDS Benefit, but with
a steady line-up of gigs
approaching, it looks like we
may have to wait until after the
benefit.
-Jen Peterson
Neil A information and music downloads
are available at:
http: / / home.earthlink.net/ ~ betalgeuse /

rm 60% deaf.
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Starting this month, What's Up will be featuring a
local artist who 's works are being displayed in town.
For our inagural column, we talked with
Rich Keaton, whose currently showing
some of his work at Casa Que Pasa. The
exhibit runs through tl),e end of February.
Who are your influences and why?
Van Gogh - feelings that he puts into the paint
strokes. A lot of the local artists that don't have big
names.
How do you apply your paint?
Brush, fingers, palm of the hand.
What feeling do you want your audience to have
after viewing your art?
Any is good
Do you use any other media?
Usually when I run out money and can't afford the
oil paint, I usually go with whatever I can get my
hands on, including children's finger paints.

RICH

K(BTOO

What were the themes of your past
works?
I paint things that just come out of my
head.
How many shows have you participated
in?
This is the first
What are your favorite color combina-

tions?
Dark forest greens and dark purples
When did you first discover that you were an
artist?
I still haven 't
Any formal schooling?
No
How many paintings have you completed?
Around 20
How many are hanging at Casa?
Nine
Is there anything else you want to say?
No
What do you think about the local art scene
It's changed. It used to be pretty pretentious,
you used to have to know the right people. It's
gone pretty relaxed these days. I had to do this
just to get over my fear of showing anything.
When did you do your first painting?
I was nineteen (it's the bi·g flower)
What do you do for inspiration?
Get myself in as much trouble as I can, get
myself in as many stressful situations as I can.
Thank you to Rondi , for putting a paint brush
in his hand for the first time.

ties) and that over in the east they have
Punxsutawny Phil to fawn over. But why a
groundhog?

Questioning the Marmor

Dearest Alan,
Lavey, that lascivious tongue o' yours has
put that Landers tramp to shame. But I have a
You are
question of less serious import.
aware of course that this is the month of the
Marmota monax (the groundhog). I know
that the original holiday was named
Candlemass (priests blessing candles for god
knows what lecherous and degenerate activi-

lnorelslnoret8l

mlccoplloncs

'"t•..C•"

~

Dear Richard Gere,
Your obsession with rodentia borders on the ridiculous. But I'll answer
what I can. A friend of mine ate an
Ecuadorian staple called Qui. This dish
consists of guinea pig, roasted on a pitchfork over buming tires. He says it tastes a
lot like rattlesnake, which in tum tastes a
lot like chicken. He sampled this traditional
Ecuadorian
wedding dish in January.
Ecuador, being located on the equator, has a
particularly close relationship with the sun. In
January, in Ecuador, at the Temple of the
Marmot, the sun shines directly through the
Sacred Glass Eye of the Marmot, illuminating
the ages old table of the Gods. This event
marks the beginning of the Festivale Marmota
Monax, which includes much feasting on Qui.
Now, what was the question again? Ah, yes,
why the groundhog? Well, in Ecuador groundhogs are much larger than they are here. In
fact they are so large it takes a huge meal, such
as a bride and groom to satisfy their hunger.

Got Somethin'You
Want to Say to
Bellingham?

analog sampling is funl

"Aren•t they

french?"
-Trevor A.

$8ppd: elslnor
po bOH 5463

THIS SPACE
COULD BE
YOURS ••••

bham,wa98227

So newlyweds, to ensure their own safety, must
eat the rodents before they themselves are
eaten. Now, this is a little known fact, but Bill
Murray, born in Ecuador, celebrates his birthday in the month of January. He was born on
a cloudy day. In conclusion, it's just one of
those things.
Dear Alan,
How come the Beaver (the tavern) smells
so bad? And why are the bartenders such "bad
ass" pricks?
Sincerely,
SME
Dear SME,
I decided to refer your question to my
dad, who's more of an expert on The Beaver
than I am. He says he's never noticed a peculiar smell, but did have something to say about
being a "bad ass" prick. The training required
to become a bartender at the Beaver is quite
rigorous. Not many people know this, but the
Beaver is THE place for bouncers to hang out
after hours. As you can probably imagine,
bouncers can get pretty rowdy after a few
drinks. The pressure they go through in an
average evening combined with not being able
to drown their frustrations in booze while on
the job makes for some real angst that needs to
be worked out. So, the bartenders have to
know how to drop the hammer when necessary. Every bartender currently at the Beaver
is a Vietnam veteran, many of them having
been either Green Berets or Airborne Rangers.
During their intensive training they watch
many hours of Xena, Warrior Princess and
read back issues of Guns & Ammo while eating government cheese and swigging ram's
blood from a pewter goblet. If this doesn't
fully satisfy your curiosity about the bartenders, stop by the Beaver sometime and ask
my dad for yourself. Just watch out for his left
hook.
Dear Alan,
Will 2 Live Crew ever make a comeback?
And if so, will it be Christian rap?

BARTERS ARE
WELCOHEII

Dear SME,
What's wrong with you? NO, and obviously NO. You make me sick.

Call or E-mail Us For
More Info:

360•714•9310

whatsup@nas.com
-

PAPER PRODUCTS

ROARING
ROARING SPRING,

PA

I 6673

You GoTTA QuESTION
FOR ALAN? EMAIL IT TO

whatsup@nas.com
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Directed by Thomas Vinterberg
Cast: Ulrich Thomsen. Birthe Neumann. Henning
Moritzen. Paprika Steen. Thomas Bo Larsen. Helle
Dolleris. Trine Dyrholm. Gbatokai Dakinah

Pickford Cinema - Feb. 12 - Feb. 18
Thomas Vinterberg's new film, "The
Celebration," is amazing. Not because it was
made with a hand-held camera, natural lighting
and no studio sound. Not because the action takes
place over the course of a single day and night
and in th~ same locatioh. And not because it deals
with the difficult subject of incest and sexual
abuse of children. "The Celebration" is amazing
because in spite of all of these things, it's funny.
"The Celebration" tells the unsettling story
• of th e Klin genfeldt famil y - Father Helge
(Henning Moritzen) is turning 60 and is marking
the occas ion with an elaborate birthday dinner at
the famil y's hoteL Christian (Ulrich Thomsen),
the eldest son whose twin sister has killed herself
just two months before the gathering, his brotHer
Michael (Thomas Bo Larsen) and their other sister Helene (Paprika Steen), along with a slew of
famil y friends come to join in the festivities. As
everyone is arriving to attend the party, Helge
asks Christian to make a speech at dinner and say
a few words about his dead sister. Christian
agrees and makes a toast to his father in which he
reveals to an entire room full of guests that Helge
sexually abused both Christian and his twin as
children, causing her suicide. Shocking as his
speech is, the really remarkable thing about it is
both Christian 's timing and the guests' ryaction.
His toast comes just after the fi rst course of dinner and less than a tllird of the way into the film.
What would normally be the climax of the story
comes with the majority of it still left to go, leavin? everyone to deal with the difficult and a;vk-

ward decision of what to do next.
Yinterberg uses this awkwardness as both
an opportunity to interject humor in the middle of
what could otherwise be a very distressing story
as weil as giving his audience an opportunity to
observe the reaction of a room full of people put
in this situation. Christian's bombs)lell of a
speech gives way to dead silence. While every ~
one is. clearly stunned, no one really reacts ·and
Christian, seemingly embarrassed, leaves the
party: Convinced by his friend Kim, the hotel
chef, to stay and see what he started through to
the end, Christian becomes hell bent on telling his
story. Forcibly thrown out by friends of the family and his own brother Michael, only to run to the
other side of the house and make another toast
revealing even more atrocities suffered by himself
and hi& 1>ister, Christian becomes this sort of
ridicuious, but at the same time admirable and
sympathetic, glutton for punishment. In his
absence, the stunned and bewildered guests
attempt to continue on as though nothing has happened, as though Christian is merely not feeling
well and is nothing more than a nuisance that
won't go away, and each scene gets more uncomfortable as the party guests squirm, trapped in
their attemp-t to maintain some sense of decorum.
It's not until Helene makes a toast of her own, at
the end of the dinner, that the reality of what
Christian has been trying to say to these people
sinks in, and finally dinner, and the charade', are
over.
Director Vinterberg has done a couple of
very interesting things with "The Celebration .."
One is using humor to tell a particularly harrowing stmy - I saw "The Celebration" at a matinee
with about eight other people, all of us laughing
as Christian rebounded undeterred after every
attempt to get rid of him. It's not just that humor
makes this story more palatable. On the contrary,
what makes The Celebration funny is Christian's
determination to make the truth about his father
known and the unwillingness of everyone around
him to believe what he is trying to tell them, and
their determination to ignore him and go on with
the party. Because what he is saying is too awful
to acknowledge, it's easier to pretend Christian is

disturbed, throw him out and go on eating the
soup. If nothing else, The Celebration is a fasc inating story about the lengths people wi ll go and
how cruel they can be in an attempt to save face.
The other interesting thing Vinterberg has
done is to tell this remarkable story in the most
unremarkable of styles. Yinterberg along wi th
two other directors founded DOGME 95 in 1995,
in an effort to reform film making, paring it down
and keeping it simpler. As a part of DOGME 95
Vinterberg took a 'vow of chastity,' requ iring him
to adhere to a strict set of rules when shooting
films. The 'vow' includes using only hand-held
cameras, only natural light, shooting only on
location with no additional props and adding no
background music. The end effect is the fee l of a
homemade movie, the kind many fam ilies make
to recor.d their own -celebrations. Although the
technique is jarring at first, the end result is very
effective, contrasting the sweet, a]most naive idea
of documenting a family party with the terrible
story that is actually being told. This simpler kind
of film making, combined with humor, make this
film not only engaging, but real, and that realness
is exactly what makes "The Celebration," at the
same time so funny and so horrifying.
-Kate Albright
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February 12th

Feb 26th - March 4th

New York Jimmy
& The Jive Five

Velvet Goldmine

The Doublewide

The Pickford
Glam-rock is back, are you ready?

Bellingham's legendary swing band is back
from the road and ready to send you into a
dancin ' frenzy.

One girl. two nights. You see what a little
alcohol does to good people? Next thing you
know you're writing an advice column.
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EBRUARY

4th
FRtDAY

5th
STAURDAY

6th
THURSDAY

lith
FRIDAY

12th
SATURDAY

13th
THURSDAY

18th
FRIDAY

19th
SATURDAY

2Qth
THURSDAY

TBA

25th

VELVET

FRIDAY

26th

GoLOMINf.

LIVE. MUSIC -

SATURDAY

TBA

VELVET

TECHNO WITH

GoLOMINf.

DJ Q-BNZA

(DTJ) - LADIES NIGHT W/ OJ • (FAC) - OJ
(ROY) - LADIES NiGHT W/ OJ

\

TONY's COFFEE

THE ROYAL
KARAOKE

PuGET jAZZ SoUNDS

&.

OPEN MIC (EVENINGs)

SruART·s
POETRY NIGHT

ANf.M.'5

• LIVE MUSIC

THE 0oUBLEWIDE • LOUNGE

FACTORY

THE ROYAL - SWING

(JGHilES DANCE PARTY

RuMORS - D)

REQUEST

FACTtRf - FUNK fACTORY W/ DJ DoRI
SlliARfs - lJVE

THE 0ouBLEWIDE • fUNK DJ
1liE RoYAL • HlP - HoP

RuMORS •

DRAGRACE

WlW~?~ ·Twang Factor 4
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-~Vhat? Their CD release party

-When'?' -Saturday February 27th
.
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-~Vhefe?~ ·The Eagles Hall
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·$5.00 or CD purchase
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listen on web

http:/ /www.tf4.com
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